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Ziegler’s Follies
illel euer

On March 26, 2008, to cheers and acclaim, Jean Ziegler was elected by 
the newly formed United Nations Human Rights Council to serve 

as one of its expert advisers. It was hardly an unexpected development. 
Switzerland had announced his nomination in December 2007, beginning 
an unprecedented lobbying campaign by the Swiss government on behalf of 
its nominee, featuring, among other things, a glossy booklet sent to capitals 
around the world documenting his “unwavering commitment to,” “excel-
lent knowledge of,” and “unstinting support for” human rights. Not for the 
first time, Ziegler, a former sociology professor, a member of the Swiss par-
liament, and currently the UN Human Rights Council’s Special Rapporteur 
on the Right to Food, stood at the center of a perfect storm of adoration and 
acclaim. It was one more triumph in a remarkable career. 

Granted tenure in 1977 by the University of Geneva, Ziegler founded 
and directed its Social Laboratory of ird World Civilizations. He has
taught at numerous European universities, including the Sorbonne, where 
he served in 1984 as an associate professor of sociology and econom-
ics. In March 2004, he was awarded an honorary doctorate by Belgium’s 
University of Mons-Hainaut, where he was hailed as “the modern-day 
Condorcet”—the great Enlightenment philosopher of human rights. 
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Ziegler is also the author of more than twenty books for popular audiences, 
most of which are dedicated to asserting that hunger and other human 
miseries are the inevitable products of Western capitalism and globaliza-
tion. His works e New Rulers of the World and e Empire of Shame, for
example, have become European best-sellers, distributed by leading French 
publishing houses and discussed by Ziegler in such forums as TV5, the 
international French-language channel.1 His literary success was officially
recognized by the French Republic in 1994, when the Ministry of Culture 
named him a Knight of the Order of Arts and Letters. is prestigious
honorific is awarded for contributions to the “radiance” of arts and letters
in both France and the world as a whole. Not surprisingly, Ziegler lists the 
accolade prominently in his curriculum vitae.

Ziegler has found his greatest success, however, in the European me-
dia, which considers him a highly credible and well-respected authority on 
human rights. Leading newspapers such as France’s Le Monde, Le Figaro, 
Libération, and La Croix as well as Geneva’s Le Temps quote him regularly. 
Profiles of Ziegler have also appeared in premier European magazines, such
as the German weekly Der Spiegel.2 In Switzerland, the Foreign Press As-
sociation granted him its “Most Popular” award.3 “You are a little miracle,” 
declared journalist Daniel Mermet when he interviewed Ziegler in April 
2007 for Là-bas si j’y suis, a popular program on the public radio station 
France Inter. “[You have] an amazing… taste and feeling for denunciation 
and revolt.”4 In sum, Jean Ziegler is a darling of Europe’s academic, literary, 
and media elite. 

To be sure, none of this would be problematic if Jean Ziegler were 
simply an innocuous idealist. But he is not. Besides being one of Europe’s 
most successful celebrity activists, Ziegler is also one of the continent’s most 
industrious anti-American and anti-Israel ideologues as well as a prominent 
apologist for a rogues’ gallery of ird World dictators, including Libya’s
Muammar Qaddafi, Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe, and Cuba’s Fidel Castro.
During Ziegler’s tenure as Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, the 
cause of world hunger consistently took a backseat to the promotion of his 
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anti-Western ideology. At a time when the UN is heralding the reform of its 
human rights apparatus, replacing the discredited Commission on Human 
Rights with a new council which it has described as the “dawn of a new era,” 
the case of Jean Ziegler casts grave doubt on the possible success of this re-
form and reveals the precipitous and accelerating decline of the UN human 
rights system and the international human rights movement as a whole.

Jean Ziegler was born Hans Ziegler in 1934 in the town of un, located
 in the German-speaking area of Switzerland. Ziegler’s political conver-

sion, like that of many young radicals, began in his teens, when he left 
the confines of his traditional Calvinist home for the allure of Paris. ere
he discovered Marxism and the political philosophy of Jean-Paul Sartre, 
changed his name to Jean, and joined a militant circle that supported 
the Algerian National Liberation Front (FLN) in its war against France. 
Ziegler’s passion for the FLN and its violent campaign for Algerian inde-
pendence proved so extreme that the French Communist party eventually 
expelled him. He later returned to Switzerland and earned a law degree, 
only to switch fields and obtain a doctorate in sociology. Finally, in the
early 1960s, he spent two years in the Congo as an assistant to a UN special 
envoy. e misery he witnessed there made him resolve “never to be on the
side of the executioners.”5

Eventually, Ziegler’s advocacy of Algerian independence and his experi-
ences in the war-torn Congo deepened into an all-encompassing embrace 
of revolutionary politics in general. He began to admire such iconic figures
as the Cuban dictator Fidel Castro and the guerilla leader Che Guevara. 
When the latter visited Geneva in 1964 as part of a Cuban trade delegation, 
Ziegler served as his chauffeur. He reportedly asked Guevara if he could
return with him to Cuba and join the revolution. “Here is the brain of the 
monster,” said the rebel leader. Pointing to the affluent city in the heart of
Europe, Guevara continued: “Your fight is here.”6 Ziegler stayed.
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By 1967, Ziegler had won a seat in the Swiss parliament as a So-
cial Democrat, a position he held—with a brief interruption of four 
years—until 1999. During his long tenure, he served as president of the 
Swiss ird World parliamentary party and as a member of the Foreign
Affairs Committee, and he sat on the Executive Council of the Socialist
International. In addition, he published a slew of books that leveled sensa-
tional charges against various prominent businessmen. is led to numer-
ous successful lawsuits against him, in which he was eventually found liable 
for defamation. To this day, according to Ziegler, part of his earnings are 
used to pay for the judgments against him.7

Yet despite Ziegler’s legal troubles—or perhaps because of them—his 
many admirers depict him as a fearless iconoclast fighting the good fight
for the wretched of the earth. As a result, today Ziegler is one of Europe’s 
most popular exponents of revolutionary “ird-Worldism,” a vaguely
Manichaean ideology that sees the industrial West as an imperialist power 
that ruthlessly exploits the ird World, keeping it mired in poverty and
suffering. Accordingly, ird-Worldists passionately support revolutionary
movements and leaders opposed to Western capitalism.

Of course, Ziegler’s fervent stance has acquired critics as well as admir-
ers. Indeed, even some of his most prominent defenders have acknowledged 
that his work is not always trustworthy. His mentor Roger Girod, head of 
the University of Geneva’s sociology department, conceded while arguing for 
Ziegler’s tenure that “the pamphleteer is never wholly absent” in his scholar-
ship and that “the most penetrating analyses are marked by polemical parti-
sanship.” Moreover, Girod continued, “since he writes rapidly, Jean Ziegler 
does not eliminate his factual errors.”8 Girod’s support notwithstanding, the 
1977 decision to grant Ziegler tenure provoked outrage from several scholars 
and public figures in Switzerland, one of whom, the historian Herbert Lithy,
carried through on a threat to return his honorary doctorate in protest.9 

Indeed, Ziegler himself has admitted that in the struggle to convey his 
overarching message, facts are not always his first concern.10 He claims that
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as a child in Switzerland in the 1940s he witnessed a train accident in which 
a crashed vehicle was revealed to be carrying Nazi weapons, demolishing his 
youthful illusions about his country’s alleged neutrality. Ziegler presents this 
incident as a primal, formative experience, essential to the shaping of his 
adult character. Der Spiegel has reported, however, that there is no record of 
such a crash, and Ziegler’s own sister thinks he invented the story.11 Indeed, 
Ziegler’s strained relationship with the truth has led one Swiss reporter to 
conclude a lengthy profile of the UN Special Rapporteur by describing him
as a “menteur et affabulateur”—a liar and a teller of tales.12

Yet by dint of Ziegler’s charisma, rhetorical skills, and knack for gen-
erating publicity—an easy recipe for media success in the otherwise stolid 
Alpine redoubt—as well as the vital support he receives from political and 
media figures sympathetic to his cause, his career has maintained a steady
upward trajectory. To be sure, Ziegler’s polemics have occasionally done 
some good: In the 1990s, for example, he played a key role in exposing the 
complicity of Swiss banks in laundering Nazi gold. In general, however, this 
has been the exception that proves the rule. For the most part, Ziegler’s ad-
vocacy has been undertaken on behalf of dubious and troubling causes.

Ziegler’s fascination with political violence would seem to have begun at 
 an early age. In a 1993 profile in l’Illustré, a Swiss version of America’s

Life magazine, a photograph of an eleven-year-old Ziegler appears. He is 
dressed in a military cadet uniform, holding what appears to be a training 
gun. On the opposite page are pictures of him as an adult, this time posing 
with real weapons. In a 1976 photograph, he is shown brandishing a Kalash-
nikov while on a solidarity visit with the Eritrean Liberation Front. In an 
image from 1979, he is in Ho Chi Minh’s Hanoi, standing atop a captured 
American tank. A 1981 picture shows him at a podium in Managua, address-
ing Sandinista soldiers (Ziegler has a medal from the Sandinista National 
Liberation Front).13 Finally, there is a photograph of him in a tent with 
armed militants from the Polisario Front, fighting for the independence of
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the Western Sahara—this time his 12-year-old son is holding the Kalash-
nikov. 

is affinity for the radical and violent side of politics is more than
aesthetic. Ziegler has actively supplied political and diplomatic aid to some 
of the most brutal regimes in recent memory. Ethiopian dictator colonel 
Mengistu Haile Mariam, accused of widespread human rights violations 
and of bringing his country to starvation, handpicked Ziegler in 1986 to be 
one of five experts who prepared a constitution calling for one-party rule—
Ziegler was the only one from outside the Soviet bloc.14 Ziegler has also 
paid visits to Saddam Hussein in Iraq and Kim Il Sung in North Korea,15 
and in 2002 he fawned over Zimbabwean dictator Robert Mugabe—then 
in the midst of engineering mass famine through violent land seizures—
saying, “Mugabe has history and morality with him.”16 Regarding Hezbol-
lah, Zeigler has stated that “I refuse to describe Hezbollah as a terrorist 
group. It is a national movement of resistance.”17

Ziegler has also helped to promote and protect the careers of several 
European intellectuals with questionable if not disturbing reputations. In 
April 1996, for instance, he came to the defense of Roger Garaudy, a former  
French Stalinist and convert to Islam whose book e Founding Myths of
Modern Israel denies the Holocaust.18 In response to the public controversy 
provoked by the book, Ziegler wrote a letter of support to Garaudy, which 
the Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust ()—a group 
dedicated to the promotion of Holocaust denial—published in full on its 
website: 

I am outraged at the legal case they are making against you.... All your 
work as a writer and philosopher attests to the rigor of your analysis and 
the unwavering honesty of your intentions. It makes you one of the lead-
ing thinkers of our time.... It is for all these reasons that I express here my 
solidarity and my admiring friendship.19

Ziegler has also come to the aid of Tariq Ramadan, the controversial Is-
lamic author who has written in praise of his maternal grandfather Hasan 
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al-Banna, the Egyptian founder of the fundamentalist Muslim Brother-
hood, and Sheikh al-Qaradawi, the contemporary theologian of the hu-
man bomb.20 Ramadan, also reared in Geneva and now a leading European 
intellectual, is a close friend of Ziegler and his family: He stuffed envelopes,
made phone calls, and put up posters for Ziegler’s parliamentary election 
campaigns.21 is affection apparently is reciprocated. In 1993, Ramadan
wrote an open letter protesting the staging of Mahomet—a play written in 
1736 by the French philosopher Voltaire—in Geneva, on the grounds that it 
would offend the Muslim community. Ziegler’s wife, Erika Deuber Ziegler—a
member of the communist-affiliated Swiss Party of Labor and then director of
the cultural affairs department for the city of Geneva—promptly blocked the
performance by withholding a 310,000 franc subsidy.22 Five years later, when 
his dissertation to the University of Geneva was rejected, Ramadan turned 
once again to Ziegler and his wife for assistance. Ramadan’s thesis recast the 
Muslim Brotherhood as a progressive social and religious movement and ex-
cised its teachings of jihad and misogyny, not to mention its support for Nazi 
Germany—a position that struck Ramadan’s two French supervisors as so un-
tenable that they refused to award him a commendation.23 After Ziegler and 
his wife threatened a public scandal, however, a new jury of supervisors was 
formed—an exceedingly rare occurrence. With the removal of a few passages, 
Ramadan’s work was approved, giving him the academic credentials that have 
allowed his career to flourish.24

Most striking, however, is Ziegler’s role in co-founding, co-managing, 
and eventually winning the Muammar al-Qaddafi International Prize for
Human Rights.25 In April 1989, just a few months after Pan Am flight 103
was blown up by Libyan intelligence agents, killing all 259 people on board, 
Ziegler announced the prize’s creation. It was widely believed to be a trans-
parent attempt to change Libya’s damaged international image as a terrorist 
state. e British newspaper e Independent, for instance, wrote:

Until now, the main international peace prize has been funded by a 
company which manufactures explosives for weapons. If we can believe 
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reports from Geneva, the next big award in this field will be sponsored by
a regime which specializes in giving them away. According to Jean Ziegler, 
the Socialist MP who is Switzerland’s answer to the late Abbie Hoffman,
the $250,000 prize will bear the name of Colonel Muammar al-Qaddafi,
who has provided a $10 million fund for it.… Mr. Ziegler said the award 
was designed to be the “Anti-Nobel Prize of the ird World.” e Swiss
gadfly is the perfect person to represent such a foundation, as he has long
been a professional ird Worlder.26

Switzerland’s L’Hebdo magazine also dedicated a feature-length story to the 
prize under the heading “e Nobel of Qaddafi: Libyan authorities create
a new human rights prize—Jean Ziegler gets involved.” e article, which
included a picture of Ziegler, reported that:

According to Jean Ziegler, “e Nobel Prize is a permanent humiliation
for the ird World.” e timing couldn’t be better—just as Libya is
trying to restore its image. With the interest from ten million dollars—
placed in a Swiss bank—it plans to create an international institute for 
human rights (planned in Geneva) and two “counter-Nobel Prizes.” In 
mid-April, Jean Ziegler and ten “intellectuals and progressive fighters”
thus found themselves in Tripoli to set the project on track.27

Judging by these articles, Ziegler was not only a member of the prize’s 
founding jury, but essentially its unofficial spokesman.28

e propagandist uses of the prize are frequent and diverse. First, Libya
cites the very existence of the Qaddafi Prize as evidence of its commitment
to human rights.29 Second, during the period when the West was attempt-
ing to contain the Qaddafi regime, the Libyan government used the prize
money to fund supportive European organizations: For example, Centre 
Europe Tiers Monde (), an anti-Western non-governmental organiza-
tion that opposes economic sanctions on Libya, was awarded the Qaddafi
Prize—and its hefty remuneration—in 2000. Coincidentally or not, 
 is based in Ziegler’s hometown of Geneva and has published his 
work and praised him for heroically standing up to the United States 
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during his tenure as a Special Rapporteur.30 ird, and most ignomini-
ously, Libya has used the prize to galvanize and unite prominent opponents 
of the United States. Among others, the award has been granted to Fidel 
Castro, Hugo Chavez, and “the children of Iraq and victims of hegemony 
and embargoes.” Finally, the prize has celebrated prominent racists and an-
tisemites. For example, Louis Farrakhan, the Nation of Islam leader known 
for his black supremacist ideology and his frequent antisemitic statements, 
was awarded the Qaddafi Prize in 1996. Former Malaysian prime minister
Mahathir Bin Muhammad—who told an October 2003 meeting of Islamic 
nations that Jews were responsible for all the world’s ills—was granted the 
prize in 2005. Other winners have included “the stone-throwing children of 
Occupied Palestine.”31

In 2002, thirteen “intellectual and literary personalities” were given the 
prize for their “thought and creativity.” 32 One of those chosen by the prize 
committee was Garaudy, the French Holocaust denier.33 Another was 
Ziegler himself. By this time, the Qaddafi prize was worth $750,000, and
the Swiss newspaper Le Temps reported that Ziegler’s share of the purse 
would approach 100,000 Swiss francs.34

Even the media in Ziegler’s native Switzerland—usually so reverential 
toward its most famous activist—raised its eyebrows. Under the pressure 
of public opinion, Ziegler announced—from Tripoli, where he claimed 
to be on an unspecified UN mission—that he had turned down the prize
“because of [his] responsibilities at the United Nations.”35 e next day, he
added, “I have never accepted prizes and won’t start to do so now.”36 

Despite these claims, Ziegler continues to be listed by the prize’s own 
website—as well as by the Libyan state press service—as one of its 2002 
laureates.37 According to a December 2005 article in the Swiss newspaper 
Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Ziegler did in fact accept the award, although he did 
so as a representative of his research center at the University of Geneva.38 
e center was founded in 1989—the same year in which Ziegler an-
nounced the Libyan leader’s $10 million grant for the prize.
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When Ziegler was nominated for an additional UN post in 2006, an in-
ternational coalition of human rights organizations—including Cuban and 
Libyan victims of human rights violations—sent a letter of protest to the 
Swiss government.39 e appeal cited Ziegler’s leadership role in founding
the Qaddafi Prize as one among many examples of his support for oppres-
sive regimes. Ziegler’s response was notable: “e Qaddafi Prize?” he said,
“How could I have created it? It’s absurd!”40 

In the year 2000, Ziegler achieved a position of global influence well
 beyond that of a Geneva parliamentarian. Upon the initiative of Cuba, 

the UN Commission on Human Rights created the position of “Special 
Rapporteur on the Right to Food” and appointed Jean Ziegler to the post 
for a three-year term. e office of Mary Robinson, then high commis-
sioner for human rights, put his name forward, and the appointment was 
assured by vigorous lobbying on the part of the Swiss government and cer-
tain Arab states. For Ziegler, it was nothing less than a dream come true:

My job as Special Rapporteur was like a celestial phenomenon, an enlight-
enment, salvation—a gift. Finally, everything comes together. Everything 
I have done in my life makes sense now: My criticism of capitalism, my 
preoccupation with the ird World, my cries, my tears.41

In an attempt, perhaps, to rise to the occasion, Ziegler announced that he was 
turning over a new leaf: “My life will change dramatically,” he insisted. “e
period of attacks is over; now I will have to seek consensus.”42 Unfortunately, 
this change of heart appears to have been largely rhetorical in nature. Over 
the last seven years—he has remained in office past his six-year term limit
due to a technicality—Ziegler has only intensified his outspoken activism.

is is especially apparent in Ziegler’s relationship to the United States.
On numerous occasions, he has used his UN office as a bully pulpit to ex-
press his anti-American views, usually by placing issues in a false context. For 
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example, less than two weeks after al-Qaida’s September 11, 2001 terrorist 
attacks against the United States, Ziegler announced his opposition to any 
potential American military response to the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, 
saying it would have “apocalyptic” consequences and spell “the end for the 
Afghan nation.”43 Within weeks, however, Ziegler’s political opposition 
to the war had transformed into an objection related to food supply: He 
claimed, for instance, that food drops by the Allied forces violated “the key 
principles of humanitarian organizations and international law.” In an even 
stranger twist, Ziegler would later oppose the drops on the grounds that 
they might inadvertently end up feeding the Taliban.44

A similar sleight of hand occurred with respect to the Iraq war: In Feb-
ruary 2003, Ziegler stated that war in Iraq should be avoided at all costs 
and even proposed that his native Switzerland offer sanctuary to Saddam
Hussein.45 Two months later, however, he was accusing coalition forces of 
violating the Iraqis’ basic rights to food and water.46

Ziegler’s treatment of Cuba is particularly prominent in this regard. In 
nearly every report he has made to the Commission on Human Rights and 
the General Assembly, Ziegler has criticized America and its embargo of 
Cuba as a “flagrant” violation of international law in general and the right
to food in particular. Ironically, during Ziegler’s mandate Cuba has never 
appeared on the UN Food and Agriculture Organization’s (FAO) emer-
gency list.47 In October 2007, Ziegler undertook an official mission to the
communist-ruled island, hailing the Castro regime as a government “in the 
vanguard of the struggle for the right to food.”48

e vitriol of Ziegler’s anti-Americanism is particularly striking when
compared to his criticism of other countries.49 He has referred to President 
Bush, for example, as “the Pinochet who sits in the White House,”50 asserted 
that the American government is an imperialist dictatorship that uses “pred-
ators” and “mercenaries” to implement world domination,51 and claimed 
that the United States is committing “genocide” in Cuba.52 By contrast, 
Ziegler has referred to the genocide in Darfur as a mere cause for “concern”, 
and has characterized Khartoum’s role in the atrocities as “alleged.”53
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Ziegler’s attitude toward Israel is equally intense. As far back as 
1982, during the First Lebanon War, he unsuccessfully lobbied for the 
expulsion of Shimon Peres, then head of Israel’s Labor party, from the So-
cialist International.54 Less than a year into his term at the UN, Ziegler de-
livered a report accusing Israel of policies that “created hunger and threaten 
starvation of the most destitute.”55 In January 2003, he told Al-Siyassa Al-
Dawliya, an Egyptian quarterly, that the policies of “colonial repression” 
practiced by Ariel Sharon and other Israeli officials are “criminal and classifi-
able as crimes against humanity.” He declared that “an international force is 
urgently required to ensure that no further demolition of houses and de-
struction of livelihood of the Palestinian people take place.”56 Later that 
year, after testifying before the UN ird Committee on Human Rights,
Ziegler informed journalists that Israel was responsible for inflicting “some
form of brain damage” upon Palestinian children.57

e peak of Ziegler’s anti-Israel rhetoric came in 2004, however, with
his presentation of a report to the Commission on Human Rights describ-
ing his visit to the West Bank and Gaza—significantly, the only foreign
locale he had visited that year.58 His twenty-five-page report accused Israel
of numerous violations of human rights while simultaneously exculpating 
Palestinian terrorist groups from any responsibility for the conflict.59 Ziegler
then swiftly issued a UN press release that “urgently” condemned Israel for 
destroying tunnels used by Palestinians for smuggling weapons and called 
for an “outpouring of condemnation” against the Jewish state.60 e Israeli
army was accused of torturing and killing civilians, and then-prime minister 
Ariel Sharon of committing “state terror.”61 

In May of that year, Ziegler also authored a letter to Caterpillar Inc., 
on official UN stationery, urging the maker of bulldozers and other heavy
equipment to boycott Israel, a demand soon adopted by the Arab League’s 
Central Boycott Office in Damascus.62 A few months later, Ziegler fired
off another official UN letter, this time to the European Commission,
urging it to cancel its trade agreement with Israel because of the latter’s 
alleged violations of the Palestinians’ right to food. is final missive
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was particularly bizarre because by the UN’s own standards, the food, 
situation in the Palestinian territories has never come remotely close to the 
“catastrophe” Ziegler described, nor has it ever been ranked as one of the 
world’s food emergencies.63 In fact, when the UN Standing Committee on 
Nutrition compared nutritional risk in selected refugee populations in No-
vember 2003, the West Bank and Gaza ranked lowest.

Ziegler had by this time become so identified with the Palestinian cause
that when reporters in Brussels asked the Commission on Human Rights for 
a response to the report, they identified him as the “Special Rapporteur on
Palestine”—a position Ziegler has never held.64 Perhaps chastened by a 2004 
UN Watch legal brief detailing his abuse of his mandate, Ziegler did moder-
ate his behavior for a time.65 is respite ended in the summer of 2005, how-
ever, when, at a pro-Palestinian rally in Geneva, he called Gaza “an immense 
concentration camp,” and Israeli soldiers “concentration camp guards.”66 
e following year, the Second Lebanon War galvanized Ziegler’s renewed
involvement in the region. During the war, the Human Rights Council sent a 
mission to the war zone to document Israeli “war crimes.” In addition, four of 
the council’s human rights experts conducted their own fact-finding mission.
Yet Ziegler decided to visit Lebanon in order to conduct his own inquiry 
into alleged Israeli violations of the Lebanese people’s right to food. While 
in Lebanon, he referred to Hezbollah as a legitimate political organization.67 
At the conclusion of the mission, he held a UN press conference in which he 
called for Israeli officers to be prosecuted for war crimes.68

Logically, an activist against world hunger would be expected to focus 
his resources on the world’s most acute food shortages. ere is little argu-
ment over what and where these crises are. e UN’s Food and Agricul-
ture Organization constantly updates its list of “food emergencies.” From 
the thirty-five countries on the May 2004 list, a UN Watch study selected
a sample of seventeen countries, each of which suffered from a food emer-
gency that the FAO attributed to some human action (e.g., war) rather 
than a natural disaster. Consequently, criticism of one or another party 
was entirely conceivable. e study found that in the first four years of
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his mandate, Ziegler used his UN position to publicly criticize the United 
States on thirty-four occasions. In contrast, he never criticized any party 
involved in fifteen of the seventeen food emergencies examined, nor did
he speak out on behalf of the people suffering under these famines.69 Re-
garding food emergencies in such nations as Burundi, the Central African 
Republic, Chad, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Republic of 
the Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Eritrea, Guinea, Haiti, Liberia, Chechnya, Si-
erra Leone, Somalia, Tanzania, and Uganda, Ziegler said nothing.70 Sadly, 
his personal politics appear to have trumped his interest in the document-
ed suffering of starving populations around the world—populations who
are thus deprived of the benefits of the UN mechanism created expressly
to serve their needs.

Under international law, UN independent human rights experts are 
obliged to act with impartiality, objectivity, and non-selectivity—traits  
Ziegler has rarely displayed over the course of his tenure.71 One can only 
conclude that in the case of Jean Ziegler, as his old mentor Roger Girod 
once remarked, the pamphleteer is always present.

Despite Ziegler’s problematic use of his Right to Food mandate, the 
Commission on Human Rights has consistently renewed his tenure, 

making him one of the longest-serving human rights officials at the UN. In
2003, for instance, the mandate was renewed—and Ziegler’s term along with 
it—by a vote of fifty-one in favor. All of the democratic member countries—
including European Union members Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, 
Ireland, and Britain, as well as Canada and Japan—voted for the renewal, 
with only the United States opposed and Australia abstaining.72 To be sure, 
even if the democratic nations had fought Ziegler’s appointment, he would 
have won enough votes from non-democratic regimes and their allies to re-
main in office. However, such a fight would, at the very least, have been an 
official challenge to Ziegler’s conduct. e fact that no such action has been
forthcoming reflects a serious and deep-rooted problem within the UN.
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ere are several reasons Ziegler’s official conduct remains largely un-
challenged: First, there is the role that major NGOs, such as Amnesty Inter-
national and Human Rights Watch, play at the UN. Few people outside the 
institution realize just how influential NGOs have become within the UN’s
Byzantine human rights system. In fact, they wield immense power: ey
initiate the creation of new mandates, nominate the mandate-holders, and 
supply much of the data then cited by the newly appointed experts, who are 
unsalaried and understaffed. In short, the legitimacy of every UN human
rights official lies in their hands. Among the major NGOs, some have open-
ly endorsed Ziegler, while others have been complicit through silence. Many 
of them have refused to protest Ziegler’s support for such tyrannical regimes 
as those of Castro and Qaddafi even after being explicitly asked to do so by
dissident groups. Instead of using their enormous influence to counteract
Ziegler’s questionable conduct, the leading NGOs have enabled it.

Second, there is the peculiar culture of the UN itself. Among Euro-
pean officials, more than a few may secretly admire Ziegler’s forthright
anti-Americanism and his rhetorical broadsides against Israel. Moreover, 
in what may be a strategic move on his part, Ziegler has largely refrained 
from criticizing specific European governments at the UN, thereby disarm-
ing potential opposition to his anti-American statements. Most important, 
however, is the fact that UN diplomats prefer a certain measure of vice over 
bad publicity for the world body as a whole, leading them to indulge even 
the most problematic conduct by their peers. To be a UN diplomat is to be 
a member of an exclusive club that has the potential to reward loyalty with 
lucrative jobs and benefits from an array of interconnected foundations
and organizations. is practically requires that members “go along to get
along”—or face the loss of their professional future. For all these reasons, 
UN officials such as High Commissioner for Human Rights Louise Arbour,
despite repeatedly being asked to speak out against Ziegler’s politicization of 
his mandate, have—with one exception in 2005—chosen to remain silent. 
Whatever Jean Ziegler may say or do, he is still one of their own. It is this 
same climate of impunity that has led to such serious abuses of UN power 
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as the Oil for Food scandal and the cycle of sexual abuse perpetrated by UN 
peacekeepers in Africa and Haiti. 

It is therefore highly unlikely that the newly formed UN Human Rights 
Council will change the direction set by its predecessor. Libya, for example, 
has recently been elected to chair the council’s anti-racism program, which 
is scheduled to culminate in a 2009 “Durban Review Conference,” likely to 
be a repeat of the notorious anti-Western and antisemitic colloquium held 
in 2001. Condemnation of Israel remains the council’s first and, it often
seems, only priority. 

So long as officials such as Ziegler are permitted to politicize their man-
dates with impunity, the Human Rights Council will remain incapable of 
being the objective and even-handed body it purports to be. Taking all of 
this into consideration, one can only conclude that the Swiss government’s 
decision to nominate Jean Ziegler to the Human Rights Council Advisory 
Committee may well be right: Perhaps the newly elected Jean Ziegler is, 
ironically enough, the perfect man for the job; for Ziegler is not a bureau-
cratic anomaly or a tolerated annoyance—he is the product and embodi-
ment of a distinct political culture. His career has exemplified that culture’s
debased values even as it has rewarded his adherence to them. In many ways, 
Jean Zeigler is the UN Human Rights Council. He and his career are what 
the UN’s highest human rights body has become in microcosm. And just 
like Jean Ziegler, if the UN as a whole continues on its current path, not 
only its image and institutional legitimacy will suffer, but so will all the great
good which it once set out to do. 

Hillel Neuer is executive director of UN Watch in Geneva.
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